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On the cover is Beaumont Memorial Tower, constructed in 1928, a gift of John W. Beaumont, class of 1882. Restoration of the tower, carillon, and clock was completed in 1996, reviving the bell which had been silent since 1987. Beaumont Tower once again is a functioning symbol of the beauty and strength of Michigan State University.

DIPLOMAS WILL BE MAILED TO DEGREE RECIPIENTS APPROXIMATELY ONE MONTH AFTER THE END OF THE SEMESTER.

MSU is an affirmative-action, equal-opportunity institution.
In 1895, the Intercollegiate Commission, a group of leading American educators, introduced an academic costume code which by design of gowns and hoods would indicate the various degrees, and which by colors would identify the various faculties.

Three types of gowns are indicated by the code. Those worn by the bachelors have long, pointed sleeves. Those worn by masters have long, closed sleeves with the arc of a circle near the bottom. Doctor’s gowns are faced with velvet. The sleeves are full, round, and open with three bars of velvet on each sleeve. The velvet facing of the bars on the sleeves may be black or the same color as the binding of the hood.

Hoods are made of material identical with the gown and are lined in the official academic color of the institution conferring the degree (e.g., green and white for MSU; burnt orange and white for the University of Texas; blue and gold for UCLA). If the institution has more than one color, the chevron is used to introduce the second color. Colored velvet or velveteen binds the hoods and indicates the department of faculty to which the degree pertains.

The color of the velvet of the hood is distinctive of the subject to which the degree pertains. For example, the trimming for the degree of Master of Science in Agriculture should be maize, representing agriculture, rather than golden yellow, representing science. Generally, the code for the velvet of the hood is the same as listed below for tassels.

At Michigan State University, it is customary to identify the candidates graduating from the different departments of study by tassels of the official department color as established by the Intercollegiate Code.

| College of Agriculture and Natural Resources | Maize
| College of Arts and Letters | White
| Business Economics | Copper
| Communication Arts and Sciences | Peacock Blue
| Speech | Silver Gray
| Education | Light Blue
| Engineering | Orange
| of Human Ecology | Maroon
| Human Medicine | Green
| James Madison College | Citron
| Natural Science | Golden Yellow
| Nursing | Apricot
| Osteopathic Medicine | Green
| Social Science | Citron
| Veterinary Medicine | Dark Gray
HONORARY DEGREE

CONNIE BERUBE BINSFELD

During your distinguished career in public service you have received bipartisan praise for your civility, grace, and collegiality in working with all members of government to enhance life for all citizens of Michigan, especially the most vulnerable.

You served eight years in the State House of Representatives and eight years in the State Senate. In both the House and the Senate you held leadership roles and drafted bills that received national recognition, in many cases serving as national models. You introduced Michigan’s first legislation addressing domestic violence, sponsored the Quality of Life Bonding Bill that improves the environment as well as Michigan’s state park system, and authored the Sand Dunes Protection Act.

Your support for children and families highlighted your eight years as Michigan’s Lieutenant Governor. In 1991 you led the Binsfeld Special Commission on Adoption that helped reform Michigan’s adoption system, and in 1994 you chaired the Michigan International Year of the Family observance. In 1995, under your leadership, the Children’s Commission generated numerous research-based recommendations to study, evaluate, and recommend changes to programs, policies, and statutes to ensure the safety and well being of children in Michigan.

Your public policy initiatives have been successful in part because of client-sensitive research early in the policy planning process followed by experimentation and testing in clinical settings. Tapping into the intellectual resources of the university has been one of your signature approaches.

You are the only woman in Michigan history to hold leadership positions in the House, Senate, and the Executive Office. You have served on numerous national agencies including the National Park System Advisory Board. Your many honors include the American Academy of Pediatrics Child Advocate Award. You were named Michigan Mother of the Year in 1977 and inducted into the Michigan Women’s Hall of Fame in 1998.

In recognition of your public service achievements on behalf of children, families, communities, and the environment, I am pleased to award you the honorary degree of Doctor of Humanities from Michigan State University.

HONORARY DEGREE

LAURENCE S. EAGLEBURGER

Your significant contributions to the nation’s foreign policy during a long and distinguished government career have made you one of the most influential diplomats of this century.

Your first assignment in Honduras was followed by a posting in Yugoslavia where you led government efforts to provide medical and other assistance after a severe earthquake. President Jimmy Carter later named you ambassador to Yugoslavia. You served as a member of the National Security Council staff working on European affairs and as special assistant to Under Secretary of State Nicholas Katzenbach. You were Dr. Henry Kissinger’s assistant during the Nixon presidential transition and then his executive assistant at the White House. You also served as advisor and chief of the political section of the U.S. Mission to NATO in Brussels.

You returned to the State Department with Secretary Kissinger and, in 1975, you became Deputy Under Secretary of State for Management. In the Reagan Administration you served as Assistant Secretary of State for European Affairs and Under Secretary of State for Political Affairs. President Bush appointed you Deputy Secretary of State in 1989. In that capacity you served as envoy to Israel during the 1991 Gulf Conflict. You became Acting Secretary of State and then Secretary of State in 1992.

You have been recognized in many ways for your service to the nation. You received the President’s Award for Distinguished Federal Civilian Service in 1976, the Presidential Citizens Medal in 1991, the Department of State’s highest honor, the Distinguished Service Award in 1992, and an honorary knighthood from Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II in 1994.

Since leaving government you have served as distinguished visiting professor of international studies at the University of Virginia and lectured at other colleges and universities. In your role as teacher and mentor, you emphasize the importance of knowing local history and the people involved in decision-making when attempting to understand relations between countries. You currently serve on a number of boards and are Foreign Policy Advisor to a Washington law firm.

For your important contributions to foreign relations, I am pleased to award you the honorary degree of Doctor of Humanities from Michigan State University.

HONORARY DEGREE

DORIS KEARNS GOODWIN

You are an historian who has engaged public interest in the history of twentieth century presidents. Your compelling historical narratives bring Presidents Roosevelt, Kennedy, and Johnson to life.

Your 1993 book, No Ordinary Time: Franklin and Eleanor Roosevelt: The Home Front During World War II, won the Pulitzer Prize and was on the New York Times best seller list for six months. The Fitzgeralds and the Kennedys, also a best seller, became a six-hour TV miniseries. Out of your special access to President Johnson you wrote Lyndon Johnson and the American Dream, which was called “the most penetrating political biography” one reviewer had read. Reviewers routinely praise the authenticity and accessibility of your writing; they admire your ability to make readers feel they are present at the events and understand the players.

You earned a Ph.D. in government at Harvard University and taught there for ten years, including the course on the American presidency. You also worked as Lyndon Johnson’s assistant during his last year in the White House and later assisted him with his memoirs. We see you regularly on the PBS “News Hour with Jim Lehrer” and other news programs. Your expertise on both presidents and baseball has informed some of the best PBS documentaries in recent years. You have also written frequently on politics and baseball for both national publications.

In your 1997 memoir, Wait Till Next Year, you shared your love of baseball and books and the importance of both in your life. By describing games to your father you learned the art of narrative that has served you so well in all your writing.

For your accomplishments in making history come to life, your ability to share your enthusiasms for both scholarship and sport, and your status as a role model for young women, I am pleased to confer on you the honorary degree of Doctor of Humanities from Michigan State University.

HONORARY DEGREE

FRANK J. KELLEY

Since assuming the office of Attorney General in 1962, you have compiled a distinguished career as Michigan’s chief law enforcement officer. Your work to control crime and drug abuse, to develop an aggressive consumer protection program, to vigorously support efforts to enhance the environment, and to advance civil rights and civil liberties has been nationally recognized.

You are a leading public official in the fight to dispose safely of high level nuclear waste. You were the first state attorney general to create a Consumer Protection Division, an Environmental Division, and a Medicaid Fraud Division.

You served as the first Michigan president of the National Association of Attorneys General. Your numerous honors include the Eleanor Roosevelt Humanities Award from the State of Israel and the Wyman Memorial Award from the National Association of Attorneys General for being the attorney general who did the most to advance the cause of justice. You were the first recipient of the Phil Hart award for your contribution to consumer protection and were awarded the Special Conservation Award from the Michigan United Conservation Clubs in association with the National Wildlife Federation for contributions to the preservation of the environment. You received the Outstanding Law Alumni Award from the University of Detroit School of Law Alumni Association and continue your involvement as a lecturer and friend of the Detroit College of Law at Michigan State University.

Your passionate dedication to the public interest and your great integrity and high ethical standards have won the admiration and respect of all those who have worked with you.

For your dedication to the people of Michigan and your commitment to the highest professional standards throughout your career, I am pleased to award you the honorary degree of Doctor of Humanities from Michigan State University.
HONORARY DEGREE
C. PETER MAGRATH

Your contributions to higher education, particularly education in the land-grant tradition, have had an important influence on Michigan State University and other research universities in the United States. As president of the National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges, you lead the nation's oldest higher education association whose 194 member institutions enroll more than 2.9 million students, claim more than 20 million alumni, and award approximately a half-million degrees annually.

At NASULGC you obtained a $1.2 million grant from the W. K. Kellogg Foundation to establish the Commission on the Future of the 21st Century State and Land-Grant Universities. The 25 university presidents on this commission are studying and reporting on the special issues facing public research universities at the end of the twentieth century.

For two decades before going to NASULGC in 1992, you served as president of three public universities: the State University of New York at Binghamton, the University of Minnesota, and the University of Missouri System. You have also held faculty and administrative posts at Brown University and the University of Nebraska, Lincoln. You are the author of numerous books, monographs, and articles on American constitutional law and history, higher education, and international affairs.

Among your roles with numerous commissions on higher education, you have a long history of leadership in international education, including a presidential appointment to the Board for International Food and Agricultural Development between 1977 and 1983. Currently you are chair of the Interassociation Liaison Office that promotes international education and development on behalf of the six leading U.S. higher education associations.

For your dedication to and support of higher education, I am pleased to award you the honorary degree of Doctor of Humanities from Michigan State University.

HONORARY DEGREE
BARNETT ROSENBERG

Your discoveries of new cancer drugs have brightened the prospects and prolonged the lives of cancer patients around the world. Louis Pasteur noted that "chance favors the prepared mind," and you were particularly well prepared with degrees in physics and a rich background in chemistry, mathematics, and biology. You embody creativity: you see what others see but often think differently about the observations.

In 1963, as a relatively new Michigan State University faculty member, you were studying the effects of electric fields on cell growth and division. Because of your talent and insight, you and your colleagues were able to develop new classes of anticancer drugs using platinum. In 1968 you demonstrated that the new drug cisplatin was effective in treating advanced cancer in mice. When the FDA approved this simple but unique compound for human use, it was the first cancer chemotherapeutic agent containing metal.

Now cisplatin and carboplatin are perhaps the most effective and widely used treatments for cancer. Platinum drugs are being used increasingly in combination chemotherapy that are proving to be successful against a variety of tumor types. Researchers are exploring the pharmaceutical uses of other metal compounds because of this pioneering work at MSU.

Your other research interests focus on the fundamental basis of aging and mortality in organisms and human populations. You have published more than 150 articles in the scientific literature. Now professor emeritus, you are using royalties from your patents to support the nonprofit Barros Research Institute where you continue to explore novel research ideas.

You have demonstrated all the fundamental elements of the scientific mind: skepticism, wonder, imagination, and critical thinking. You have always encouraged your students and colleagues to value fundamental studies. For your talent, creativity, and dedication to science, I am pleased to award you the honorary degree of Doctor of Science from Michigan State University.

HONORARY DEGREE
BEATRICE MEDICINE

You are a Sioux elder known for outstanding leadership and scholarship in tribal, national, and international arenas. As a leader with great vision, you have transformed institutions, communities, groups, and individuals. As a teacher and mentor your influence has extended to more than thirty colleges and universities and thousands of students in the United States and Canada. As a scholar you have helped change the way Native Americans are viewed and understood by others and even by themselves.

Your own education includes a master's degree from Michigan State University. You earned the Ph.D. in cultural anthropology from the University of Wisconsin-Madison. South Dakota State University, where you earned a bachelor's degree, has honored you three times as a distinguished alumna.

Your work has added depth to the field of anthropology and affected public policy in the United States and Canada and at both tribal and federal levels. You were the first scholar to document on a national basis Native women's perspectives through history, politics, family, and cultural traditions. Other scholars around the world have invited you to present the results of your research to their institutions and professional societies.

Although you retired from California State University at Northridge a decade ago, you continue to teach, conduct research, write, and serve your many communities. In 1991 the American Anthropological Association honored you with its Distinguished Service Award. Tribal leaders have honored you as the Sacred Pipe Woman of the Sun Dance.

Your courage, commitment, and perseverance have made you an important role model for students. Many, especially Native women throughout North America, recount your encouragement to pursue advanced degrees and challenging careers. Your life demonstrates that, while borders exist, determination and academic preparedness can transcend them.

For your service to community, your commitment to teaching, and your substantive contributions to scholarship, I am pleased to award you the honorary degree of Doctor of Humanities from Michigan State University.
ORDER OF CEREMONIES

Baccalaureate Degrees

Morning Ceremony

Presiding

PETER MCPHERSON, President, Michigan State University

PROCESSIONAL

The MSU Jazz Band I

ANDREW SPEIGHT, Director

STAR SPANGLED BANNER

TERRY MORRIS, Doctoral Voice Performance Student, School of Music

The MSU Jazz Band I

MOMENT OF SILENCE

PRESENTATION OF HONORARY DEGREE CANDIDATES

ROBERT HUGGETT

Vice President for Research and Graduate Studies, Michigan State University

ADDRESS

DORIS KEARNS GOODWIN

Pulitzer Prize-winning historian, and New York Times bestselling author, journalist, and regular panelist on PBS’s “News Hour with Jim Lehrer”

SPECIAL MUSIC

The MSU Jazz Band I

ANDREW SPEIGHT, Director

SENIOR CLASS REMARKS

MICHAEL NIMMONS

PRESENTATION OF CLASS GIFT

THOMAS OLMAN

CONFERRING OF DEGREES

PETER MCPHERSON

President, Michigan State University

REMARKS

JOHN D. SHINGLETON, Chairperson, MSU Board of Trustees

ALMA MATER

M.S.U., We love thy shadows
When twilight silence falls,
Flushing deep and softly paling
O’er ivy-covered halls.
Beneath the pines we’ll gather
To give our faith so true.
Sing our love for Alma Mater
And thy praises, M.S.U.
(The Band, Mr. Morris and Audience)

RECESSIONAL

The MSU Jazz Band I

We would like to express our appreciation to the Senior Class Council and staff for their assistance at the commencement exercises. The audience is requested to remain seated while those in the processional are entering and leaving the arena.

ORDER OF CEREMONIES

Baccalaureate Degrees

Afternoon Ceremony

Presiding

PETER MCPHERSON, President, Michigan State University

PROCESSIONAL

The MSU Jazz Band I

ANDREW SPEIGHT, Director

STAR SPANGLED BANNER

TERRY MORRIS, Doctoral Voice Performance Student, School of Music

The MSU Jazz Band I

MOMENT OF SILENCE

PRESENTATION OF HONORARY DEGREE CANDIDATES

ROBERT HUGGETT

Vice President for Research and Graduate Studies, Michigan State University

ADDRESS

LAWRENCE S. EAGLEBURGER

Former U.S. Secretary of State
Senior Foreign Policy Advisor for Baker, Donelson, Bearman and Caldwell
Washington, D.C.

SPECIAL MUSIC

The MSU Jazz Band I

ANDREW SPEIGHT, Director

SENIOR CLASS REMARKS

CASSANDRA FRIEDL

PRESENTATION OF CLASS GIFT

KELLI MILLIKEN

CONFERRING OF DEGREES

PETER MCPHERSON

President, Michigan State University

REMARKS

JOHN D. SHINGLETON, Chairperson, MSU Board of Trustees

ALMA MATER

M.S.U., We love thy shadows
When twilight silence falls,
Flushing deep and softly paling
O’er ivy-covered halls.
Beneath the pines we’ll gather
To give our faith so true.
Sing our love for Alma Mater
And thy praises, M.S.U.
(The Band, Mr. Morris and Audience)

RECESSIONAL

The MSU Jazz Band I

We would like to express our appreciation to the Senior Class Council and staff for their assistance at the commencement exercises. The audience is requested to remain seated while those in the processional are entering and leaving the arena.
SUMMER SEMESTER, 1998

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

College of Agriculture and Natural Resources

FRED L. POSTON, VICE PROVOST AND DEAN
GRADUATED — SUMMER SEMESTER, 1998

Agricultural Management
Catherine Anne Feuerstein
Dorothea J. Lucas
Amy Elizabeth Rentschler

Agriculture
Peter T. Thummar
Charles William Heinze Miller
Sarah Ann Marks
Jennifer Lynn Wheeler

Animal Science
Danyelle Marie Artman
Shawnta Michelle Asali
Mary Jean Davis
Amenda Kay Johnson
Becky Lynn McGhee

Forest and Wildlife
Kari Eliza Agribusiness Management
Environmental Studies
Environmental Education and Applications
Douglas Ronald Carman
Randi Gaydivot
Brandin K. Ollaw

Eugene College
Kathryn Rose Corbin
Matthew J. Mascul
Lauren Elizabeth McAlister
Elizabeth Macias Newton
Angela Marie Sartor
Jamie E. Suman
Stephen Michael Stolter

Agribusiness Management
Kari Eliza Agribusiness Management

Agriscience
Eugene College

Environmental Science
Richard William Cardinello
Erich Erin Smith
Vincent Delino Thomas

Horticulture
Robert William Baskaran Jr.
Fryden Yoon Lee
David Jeff Smith

Packaging
Raymond Robert Blake
Dana Ronald Welbourn
Matthew Nathaniel Brennan
Brian Craig Chuang
Chad Raymond Cournoye
Peggie Sager Dickison
John Vincent Fontana
John R. Hollon
Steven Marc Jager
Bryan Keefer Mani
Michael Steven Orris
John N. Ruscoll

Forestry
Darwin M. Gardner
Eric Steven Davis
Erica Dora Strong
Rowland Water

CANDIDATES — FALL SEMESTER, 1998

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Agricultural Management
Jennifer L. Bailey

Agriculture
Eric L. Greenhouse
Matthew George Smigo
Elaine Wood Marys

Animal Science
Stacey Renee Borden
Joseph John Benczuk Jr.
Jennifer Anne Breshears
Wendy Lynn Briste
Laura Jean Caffold
Michelle E. Edgar
Arlene M. Gillam
Jessica Kim JoLo
JillReceiveMemoryWarning
Luke Vaughn Miller
Robert William Miller
Wendy Marie Sark

Environmental Studies and Applications
Douglas Ronald Carman
Randi Gaydivot
Brandin K. Ollaw

Environmental Science
Richard William Cardinello
Erich Erin Smith
Vincent Delino Thomas

Horticulture
Robert William Baskaran Jr.
Fryden Yoon Lee
David Jeff Smith

Packaging
Raymond Robert Blake
Dana Ronald Welbourn
Matthew Nathaniel Brennan
Brian Craig Chuang
Chad Raymond Cournoye
Peggie Sager Dickison
John Vincent Fontana
John R. Hollon
Steven Marc Jager
Bryan Keefer Mani
Michael Steven Orris
John N. Ruscoll

Forestry
Darwin M. Gardner
Eric Steven Davis
Erica Dora Strong
Rowland Water

CANDIDATES — FALL SEMESTER, 1998

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Agricultural Management
Jennifer L. Bailey

Agriculture
Eric L. Greenhouse
Matthew George Smigo
Elaine Wood Marys

Animal Science
Stacey Renee Borden
Joseph John Benczuk Jr.
Jennifer Anne Breshears
Wendy Lynn Briste
Laura Jean Caffold
Michelle E. Edgar
Arlene M. Gillam
Jessica Kim JoLo
Jill

Environmental Studies and Applications
Douglas Ronald Carman
Randi Gaydivot
Brandin K. Ollaw

Environmental Science
Richard William Cardinello
Erich Erin Smith
Vincent Delino Thomas

Horticulture
Robert William Baskaran Jr.
Fryden Yoon Lee
David Jeff Smith

Packaging
Raymond Robert Blake
Dana Ronald Welbourn
Matthew Nathaniel Brennan
Brian Craig Chuang
Chad Raymond Cournoye
Peggie Sager Dickison
John Vincent Fontana
John R. Hollon
Steven Marc Jager
Bryan Keefer Mani
Michael Steven Orris
John N. Ruscoll

Forestry
Darwin M. Gardner
Eric Steven Davis
Erica Dora Strong
Rowland Water
# College of Arts and Letters

## WENDY WILKINS, DEAN

**GRADUATED — SUMMER SEMESTER, 1998**

### DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

**American Studies**
* Mary Anne Amstutz
* Maureen Therese Devaney
* Amy Susan Buckler
* Sherri Marie Bessette
* Nancy Mary Anne Rizor

**East Asian Languages and Cultures**
* Kyoko Takeo
* Galena Maria Reiter-East

**Education**
* Brian Goddard Lam
* Paula M. Lewandowski
* Nichole Elaine Haywood

**Fine Arts**
* Brian W. Bentley
* Myrte Abigail Doukhan
* Nichole Marie Baremore

**French**
* Anna Beth Tyza
* Jennifer A. Hilger

**German**
* Kendra Michelle Lyons
* Robert M. Brabant

**Humanities-Prelaw**
* Wendi Wilson Young

**History**
* Maria L. Jones
* flock

**Interdisciplinary Humanities**
* Maureen Therese Devaney
* Amy Susan Buckler

**Italian**
* Maria L. Jones
* flock

**Japanese**
* Michael S. Brabant
* Hidemasa Shoda

**Music**
* Amy Beth Tyza
* Edward F. Kingsland

**Music Performance**
* Amy Beth Tyza

**Music Therapy**
* Amy Beth Tyza

**Philosophy**
* Michael S. Brabant
* Hidemasa Shoda

**Politics**
* Maria L. Jones

**Psychology**
* Michael S. Brabant

**Religious Studies**
* Mary Anne Amstutz

**Spanish**
* Kendra Michelle Lyons

**Studio Art**
* Brian Goddard Lam
* Paula M. Lewandowski

**Studio Music**
* Brian Goddard Lam
* Paula M. Lewandowski

**Theatre**
* Brian Goddard Lam
* Paula M. Lewandowski

**Theory**
* Brian Goddard Lam
* Paula M. Lewandowski

**Women's Studies**
* Brian Goddard Lam
* Paula M. Lewandowski

## CANDIDATES — FALL SEMESTER, 1998

**American Studies**
* Brande Jordan Morris
* Susan Ann Balaton

**East Asian Languages and Cultures**
* Kyoko Takeo

**Education**
* Brian Goddard Lam

**Fine Arts**
* Brian W. Bentley

**French**
* Jennifer Jane Gade

**German**
* Kendra Michelle Lyons

**History of Art**
* Jennifer Jane Gade

**Humanities-Prelaw**
* Wendi Wilson Young

**Interdisciplinary Humanities**
* Wendi Wilson Young

**Literature**
* Kendra Michelle Lyons

**Music**
* Amy Beth Tyza

**Music Performance**
* Amy Beth Tyza

**Music Therapy**
* Amy Beth Tyza

**Philosophy**
* Kendra Michelle Lyons

**Politics**
* Kendra Michelle Lyons

**Religious Studies**
* Mary Anne Amstutz

**Spanish**
* Kendra Michelle Lyons

**Studio Art**
* Brian Goddard Lam

**Studio Music**
* Brian Goddard Lam

**Theatre**
* Brian Goddard Lam

**Theory**
* Brian Goddard Lam

**Women's Studies**
* Brian Goddard Lam

## DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS

**Art Education**
* Heidi Ann Irvine

**Art History**
* Laurence Claire Fenn

**Art Studio**
* Joseph Rajkovich

**Music Performance**
* Seongyoun Kim
* Amy Beth Tyza

**Music Therapy**
* Colleen Marie Reiter-Thomson

**Philosophy**
* Kyoko Takao

**Religious Studies**
* Mary Anne Amstutz

**Studio Art**
* Barbara Truitt Beckmeyer

**Studio Music**
* Ian W. Huntley

**Theatre**
* Heather Marie Wesley

**Theory**
* Mary Anne Amstutz

**Women's Studies**
* Heidi Ann Irvine

## DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF MUSIC

**Instrumental Music Education**
* Heather Marie Barou

**Music Performance**
* Chris E. Hames

**Music Therapy**
* Chelsea Kim

## DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF MUSIC

**Music Performance**
* Chris E. Hames

**Music Therapy**
* Chelsea Kim

## ARTS AND LETTERS

**Religious Studies**
* Gregory Dodd Bush

**Studio Art**
* Jennifer Jane Gade

**Studio Music**
* Stephen L. Rosen

**Theatre**
* Mary Anne Amstutz

**Women's Studies**
* Heidi Ann Irvine

**With Honors**

**With High Honor**
DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Accounting
Christopher Peter Gerald
Christopher John Cuyler
Trey Shirley
BUSINESS

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Human Resource
Allison E. Brister
Kristin M. Cooper
Kimberly Ann Decker
Christopher John Deputy
Laura C. Fitzwater
Brad Matthew Good
Jared Frederik Hoa
Linda H. Harnood
Kensa Shan Jones
Matthew Carl Keenan
Shannon J. Poe
Jessica A. Rashi
Jeanette Camacho Rubke
Kristie Marie Schuerer
John Carl Schumah

Marketing
Teresa Ann Alden
Richard C. Allio
Yaman Allen
Andrea Lynn Aggy
Michael D. Benier
** Christine Jane Bos
Shawn Thomas Crooks
Raymo Daviescque III
Trent William DeGracia
Michael Robert Deshetler
David James Detienne
Nathan G. Fairbanks
Brenty Roe Fillmore
Lyrate Marie Giuffed
Michael William Gutow
Jeffrey Lee Hendrick
Griffith Hock
Jason Patrick Hoo
Dominic J. Jacobetti III
Heath A. Jones
Colleen Elizabeth Junga
Jasen K. Jullend
Amy Elizabeth Knoott
Jacob K. Krasser
Jongsoo Lee
David Alan Lefebvre
Edward J. Martin
Lyntce J. McCarthy
D. Peter Maguire
Daniel Louis Maio
Losha Tran Nguyen
Lokhman Hakin Oma
Colleen Mary Parker
Andrea Elizabeth Plawchan
Craig Robinson
Rachel B. Rockey
Scott David Shepard
Todd Michael Silvers
Matthew L. Shumsky
Arooff Peter Silver
Matthew Robert Simmons
Craig C. Snyder
Stephen Stracker
Brian Husband Thom
Eliza M. Turner
Matthew Stewart Usber
** Todd J. Vandenbark
Matthew S. Watters
Arthur J. Worse III
Scott M. Wheaton
Carla Verniece Wynn

** Posthumously

Michael William Gutow
Jeffrey Lee Hendrick
Griffith Hock
Jason Patrick Hoo
Dominic J. Jacobetti III
Heath A. Jones
Colleen Elizabeth Junga
Jasen K. Jullend
Amy Elizabeth Knoott
Jacob K. Krasser
Jongsoo Lee
David Alan Lefebvre
Edward J. Martin
Lyntce J. McCarthy
D. Peter Maguire
Daniel Louis Maio
Losha Tran Nguyen
Lokhman Hakin Oma
Colleen Mary Parker
Andrea Elizabeth Plawchan
Craig Robinson
Rachel B. Rockey
Scott David Shepard
Todd Michael Silvers
Matthew L. Shumsky
Arooff Peter Silver
Matthew Robert Simmons
Craig C. Snyder
Stephen Stracker
Brian Husband Thom
Eliza M. Turner
Matthew Stewart Usber
** Todd J. Vandenbark
Matthew S. Watters
Arthur J. Worse III
Scott M. Wheaton
Carla Verniece Wynn

** Posthumously

Manufacturing
Allison E. Brister
Kristin M. Cooper
Kimberly Ann Decker
Christopher John Deputy
Laura C. Fitzwater
Brad Matthew Good
Jared Frederik Hoa
Linda H. Harnood
Kensa Shan Jones
Matthew Carl Keenan
Shannon J. Poe
Jessica A. Rashi
Jeanette Camacho Rubke
Kristie Marie Schuerer
John Carl Schumah

Marketing
Teresa Ann Alden
Richard C. Allio
Yaman Allen
Andrea Lynn Aggy
Michael D. Benier
** Christine Jane Bos
Shawn Thomas Crooks
Raymo Daviescque III
Trent William DeGracia
Michael Robert Deshetler
David James Detienne
Nathan G. Fairbanks
Brenty Roe Fillmore
Lyrate Marie Giuffed
Michael William Gutow
Jeffrey Lee Hendrick
Griffith Hock
Jason Patrick Hoo
Dominic J. Jacobetti III
Heath A. Jones
Colleen Elizabeth Junga
Jasen K. Jullend
Amy Elizabeth Knoott
Jacob K. Krasser
Jongsoo Lee
David Alan Lefebvre
Edward J. Martin
Lyntce J. McCarthy
D. Peter Maguire
Daniel Louis Maio
Losha Tran Nguyen
Lokhman Hakin Oma
Colleen Mary Parker
Andrea Elizabeth Plawchan
Craig Robinson
Rachel B. Rockey
Scott David Shepard
Todd Michael Silvers
Matthew L. Shumsky
Arooff Peter Silver
Matthew Robert Simmons
Craig C. Snyder
Stephen Stracker
Brian Husband Thom
Eliza M. Turner
Matthew Stewart Usber
** Todd J. Vandenbark
Matthew S. Watters
Arthur J. Worse III
Scott M. Wheaton
Carla Verniece Wynn

** Posthumously

Marketing
Teresa Ann Alden
Richard C. Allio
Yaman Allen
Andrea Lynn Aggy
Michael D. Benier
** Christine Jane Bos
Shawn Thomas Crooks
Raymo Daviescque III
Trent William DeGracia
Michael Robert Deshetler
David James Detienne
Nathan G. Fairbanks
Brenty Roe Fillmore
Lyrate Marie Giuffed
Michael William Gutow
Jeffrey Lee Hendrick
Griffith Hock
Jason Patrick Hoo
Dominic J. Jacobetti III
Heath A. Jones
Colleen Elizabeth Junga
Jasen K. Jullend
Amy Elizabeth Knoott
Jacob K. Krasser
Jongsoo Lee
David Alan Lefebvre
Edward J. Martin
Lyntce J. McCarthy
D. Peter Maguire
Daniel Louis Maio
Losha Tran Nguyen
Lokhman Hakin Oma
Colleen Mary Parker
Andrea Elizabeth Plawchan
Craig Robinson
Rachel B. Rockey
Scott David Shepard
Todd Michael Silvers
Matthew L. Shumsky
Arooff Peter Silver
Matthew Robert Simmons
Craig C. Snyder
Stephen Stracker
Brian Husband Thom
Eliza M. Turner
Matthew Stewart Usber
** Todd J. Vandenbark
Matthew S. Watters
Arthur J. Worse III
Scott M. Wheaton
Carla Verniece Wynn

** Posthumously

College of Communication Arts and Sciences

JAMES D. SPANOLO, DEAN

GRADUATED — SUMMER SEMESTER, 1998

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Advertising
Nichole Amber Bayer
Adam Joseph Bruno
Michael Paul Burns
Jule A. Chas
David Emm Charter
Megan Louise Doty
Amy Irene Flaker
Jermaine Marquettes
Gardiner
Christopher James George
Sandu Christina Goodall
Ryan Thomas Hannah
Shawn Jason Hayes
Daniel Morgan Heidt
Jenny Andrew Hightman
Heather Elizabeth Hodskin
Shannon Marie Horgan
Cynthia Marie Howard

** Posthumously
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Heather Elizabeth Hodskin
Shannon Marie Horgan
Cynthia Marie Howard

** Posthumously

College of Communication Arts and Sciences
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GRADUATED — SUMMER SEMESTER, 1998

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Advertising
Nichole Amber Bayer
Adam Joseph Bruno
Michael Paul Burns
Jule A. Chas
David Emm Charter
Megan Louise Doty
Amy Irene Flaker
Jermaine Marquettes
Gardiner
Christopher James George
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** Posthumously
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DEGREE OF SCIENCE
Honors College

CANDIDATES — FALL SEMESTER, 1998

EUGENIA EVANS

BACHELOR OF ARTS

INTERIOR DESIGN

Tracey L. Mengher
Jonathan Edward Pugh

FAMILY COMMUNITY SERVICES

Deanna Sue Amell
Tamar Lynn Bomardo
Amanda Elaine Borg
Lisa R. Britt
Jodi Beth Brown
Akihito Ono Collier
Nicole Marie Crane
Emily Elizabeth Emmerberger
Melissa Lynn Gardner
Angela Marie Gilkey
Shan Yakiura Hart
Lisa Rene Holmes
Maeleine Teresa Humphries
Jennifer Ann Jackson
Lindsey Van Jacobson
Shalonda Daniel James
Rebecca Sorrells Johnson
Heather Frances McBeth
Christina Lynn Moffett
Chinmaya Lorraine Morissey
Heather Louise Mons
Amy Marie Newman-Meek
Jennifer Lynn Orr
Kelly Marie Provoo
Gary D. Reynolds
Anne Rose Rosenthal
Heidi R. Sather
Melody Lynn Sterling
Lynn S. Thompson
Bridge Jan Torgian
Krisitn Ann Walker
Kelli E. West

APPAREL AND TEXTILE DESIGN

Leah Youngren Ram
Charnomi
Christie Ann Little

MATERIALS AND FASHION DESIGN

J. R. Everward
Bryan George McGovern
Kelly Marie Reed

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

DEGREE OF SCIENCE

Mouni M. Farhan
Serry Abele Finder Jr.
Sarah Ann Hannah
Joseph John Heflin
Brian Chin Huang
Mouhammed Amin Jabi
Jonathan Michael Jennings
Jeffrey T. Judi
Paul Raymond Karninski
Krisztian Korendila
Gary L. Laxton
Krishna Alama Lewis
Kevin Robert Markey
Jason S. Myshkins
Nasir E. Nwobi
Amy A. Piotrowski
Ryan Schefkie
Peter L. Seng Jr.
Daniel Ray Spah
Aaron Todd Westrick
Laura M. Wieden
Dalon J. Williams

ENGINEERING ARTS

BETHN. BROOKSKER
Ryan Thomas Chandler
Dawn Marie DeLoever
Jason Paul Fischer
Annie Marie Forte
Scott Andrew Kamm
Andrew M. Kho
Matthew Wayne Kurowski
Kevin Michael Laron
Michael C. Shollen
Candace Raquell Moore
Howard Neil Orringer
Karen Ann Pataza
Stephanie Michelle Regan
Brandt Reif
Bradley Philip Thompson
Amy Anne Tecbey

ENGINEERING MECHANICS

Margaret Anne Binseil
Aimee Deslo

Youn Sik Park
Donald B. Read
Michael Dustin Ryuki
Paul Robert Saxman
Brian C. Sheldon
Bao-Hoon Song

TROY M. TELFORD

HARLAN S. NELSON

Jill Marie Gengle
J. R. SAHARMA

TAMMY ANNE MoOYUNG

Demetra Safi

GEORGE P. MCGUIRE

Sara Oniango

AARON E. VARLEY

Jennifer Lynn Brennan
Courtney Lynne Felder
Catherine Lynne Feltead
Carolyn Midnight Guichard
Lauren L. Gunter

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Mathew A. Cushing
Jill Marie Oshio

PATRICK J. MILLER

ADAM STEPHEN Oniango

GEOLOGY

Scott ANTHONY NICHOLS

Elizabeth Anne Beresford
Ho Thao Bui

EUGENIA EVANS

BACHELOR OF ARTS

INTERIOR DESIGN

Leah Youngren Ram
Charnomi
Christie Ann Little

MATERIALS AND FASHION DESIGN

J. R. Everward
Bryan George McGovern
Kelly Marie Reed

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

DEGREE OF SCIENCE

Mouni M. Farhan
Serry Abele Finder Jr.
Sarah Ann Hannah
Joseph John Heflin
Brian Chin Huang
Mouhammed Amin Jabi
Jonathan Michael Jennings
Jeffrey T. Judi
Paul Raymond Karninski
Krisztian Korendila
Gary L. Laxton
Krishna Alama Lewis
Kevin Robert Markey
Jason S. Myshkins
Nasir E. Nwobi
Amy A. Piotrowski
Ryan Schefkie
Peter L. Seng Jr.
Daniel Ray Spah
Aaron Todd Westrick
Laura M. Wieden
Dalon J. Williams

ENGINEERING ARTS

BETHN. BROOKSKER
Ryan Thomas Chandler
Dawn Marie DeLoever
Jason Paul Fischer
Annie Marie Forte
Scott Andrew Kamm
Andrew M. Kho
Matthew Wayne Kurowski
Kevin Michael Laron
Michael C. Shollen
Candace Raquell Moore
Howard Neil Orringer
Karen Ann Pataza
Stephanie Michelle Regan
Brandt Reif
Bradley Philip Thompson
Amy Anne Tecbey

ENGINEERING MECHANICS

Margaret Anne Binseil
Aimee Deslo

Youn Sik Park
Donald B. Read
Michael Dustin Ryuki
Paul Robert Saxman
Brian C. Sheldon
Bao-Hoon Song

TROY M. TELFORD

HARLAN S. NELSON

Jill Marie Gengle
J. R. SAHARMA

TAMMY ANNE MoOYUNG

Demetra Safi

GEORGE P. MCGUIRE

Sara Oniango

AARON E. VARLEY

Jennifer Lynn Brennan
Courtney Lynne Felder
Catherine Lynne Feltead
Carolyn Midnight Guichard
Lauren L. Gunter

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Mathew A. Cushing
Jill Marie Oshio

PATRICK J. MILLER

ADAM STEPHEN Oniango

GEOLOGY

Scott ANTHONY NICHOLS

Elizabeth Anne Beresford
Ho Thao Bui
College of Nursing

Marilyn L. Rothert, Dean

GraDuAtED — SuMMeR SEmESTER, 1998

College of Natural Science

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Degree of Bachelor of Arts in Nursing

CANDIDATES — FALL SEMESTER, 1998

NURSING
RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS

The following students have completed their ROTC education at Michigan State University and have received their commissions as reserve officers of the United States Air Force or the United States Army in the branches indicated.

GRADUATED – SUMMER SEMESTER, 1998

AEROSPACE STUDIES
Matthew Edward Wickert

MILITARY SCIENCE
Military Intelligence
Michael S. Braubart

Signal Corps
Michael S. Schweder

CANDIDATES – FALL SEMESTER, 1998

AEROSPACE STUDIES
Matthew Bryan Kimmel

MILITARY SCIENCE
Treaver J. Fimber

MILITARY SCIENCE
Michelle M. Jennings

Emil Lennon Kruss II

Christopher Lee Tracy

*Candace T. Tiberosi
Malakia Nicole Vasburen
** Michael Elmore
Vanoogham
* Cheryl A. Werner

SOCIAL SCIENCES

DEGREE CANDIDATES

ROBERT HUGGETT
Vice President for Research and Graduate Studies, Michigan State University

PETER MCPHERSON, President, Michigan State University

PROCESSIONAL

The MSU Symphony Band
JOHN T. MADDEN, Conductor

STAR SPANGLED BANNER

TERRY MORRIS, Doctoral Voice Performance Student, School of Music
The MSU Symphony Band, JOHN T. MADDEN, Conductor, and Audience

MOMENT OF SILENCE

PRESENTATION OF HONORARY DEGREE CANDIDATES

ROBERT HUGGETT
Vice President for Research and Graduate Studies, Michigan State University

ADDRESS

C. PETER MAGRAHT
President, National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges
Washington, D.C.

SPECIAL MUSIC

Rocky Point Holiday
Ron Nelson
The MSU Symphony Band
JOHN T. MADDEN, Conductor

CONFERRING OF DEGREES

PETER MCPHERSON
President, Michigan State University

REMARKS

JOHN D. SHINGLETON, Chairperson, MSU Board of Trustees

ALMA MATER

M.S.U., We love thy shadows
When twilight silence falls,
Flushing deep and softly paling
O'er ivy-covered halls.
Beneath the pines we'll gather
To give our faith so true,
Sing our love for Alma Mater
And thy praises, M.S.U.
(The Band, Mr. Morris and Audience)

RECESSINAL

The MSU Symphony Band

We would like to express our appreciation to the staff for their assistance at the commencement exercises. The audience is requested to remain at their seats while those in the processional are entering and leaving the arena.
DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Family and Child Ecology
Jennifer M. Clabon
B. Ames

Theresa Marie Ferrari
J. Keith

M. Dewana B. Frazier-Thompson
H. McAdoo

Linda Almond McWright
H. McAdoo

Food Science
Jamie Sue Morrill
J. Price

French Language and Literature
Hina Grundström Foston
H. Josephs

Shawn Eileen Morrison
L. Portier

Genetics
Harley M.S. Smith
N. Raikhel

Geography
Wen Yup Lee
B. Pogossi

Higher Adult and Lifelong Education
Barbara Marachask Tedorow
R. Rhoads

History
Pete L. Aruffo
D. Hine

Stephanie F. Brownick
H. Marcus

Mary Lynn Mapes
N. Pollack

Elaine Robinson
D. Bailey

Human Environment: Design & Management
Vanessa Prior Welfleke
D. Pyrashik

Linguistics
Mikiko Kimura Phillips
M. Hudson

Jean Yuaping Wu
B. Abbott

Mathematics
Weimin Chen
S. Akhmat

Aaron C. Cinotti
P. Lamm

John Howard Clifford
J. Shapiro

David D. Gohard
B. Sagan

Mariner Adams Keppa
Z. Zhou

Jie Miao
S. Axler

Irina Popovici
A. Volberg

Measurement and Quantitative Methods
Adolfo José Navarro
J. Wooldridge

Mechanical Engineering
Michael A. Epstein
H. Shack

Laura Jane Gent
C. Somerton

Mechatronics
Jose Jaising Garcia Alvarez
N. Altiere

Patrick Joseph Atkinson
R. Hunt

Theresa Stahon Atkinson
D. Liu

Chenann Lee
J. Tieude

Microbiology
Khoa R. N. Naanann

N. Roth

Molology
Sharon J. Tiedje

E. Walker

School Psychology
Hanna Gomaa
E. Oka

Social Science
Jeffrey W. Baer
C. Corley

Thomas W. Fillingham II
M. Nathil

Victor Wayne Nicholas
E. Kosiek

Joanne Matzinger-Zamo-Vogel
B. Benson & D. Carter

Statistics
Nicholas Choudari
K. Houli

Zoology
Jeffrey S. Birdseye
T. Getty

DEGREE OF EDUCATIONAL SPECIALIST

Robert John Andersen
Tara Lee Foy

Michaela Ruth Fettig
Elizabeth Jane Hammer

Annal Mwaya Kivita
Virginia Anne Sisson

Sandra Lynn Paisley
Dennise May Vallies
SUMMER SEMESTER, 1998

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Neuroscience-Zoology

MAJOR PROFESSOR

L. Clemons

Psychology

Linda Ellen Burke

Suzan H. Chilneull

Rosalind Bruton Johnson

Christina Ursula Rodriguez

William Michael Rogers

Cheryl Ann Sutherland

Maria Zieglen Townsend

Psychology-Urban Studies

Shalonda Kelly

Development

T. Edens

C. Fridgen

D. Durr

School Psychology

Amera R. Stealings

Social Science

Jose Eduardo Gomez

Noreen Raymond Tyler

Sociology

Brian Nelson Fry

Jean Kayitsinga

Lori Ann Wilbert

Mohammad Javed A. Zaki

Special Education

Susan M. Bruce

Kath Louise Tarrant

R. Taps

Science

J. Thomas

R. Hamlin

P. Danielewicz

R. B. Coop

L. Aboumo

C. Englett

University of Arizona

Kathi Louise Tarrant

Rudolf Bohumil Blazek

Melissa Kay McCormick

Psychology

William Bruce Notman

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF EDUCATIONAL SPECIALIST

Ruth Ann Lamb

Mary Kathleen Millross

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Patrick R. Anthony Toby Paganini

Political Science

Breeding and Genetics-Horticulture

S. Sears

S. Scheit

M. Abolins

P. Danielewicz

University of Arizona

Kathi Louise Tarrant

Rudolf Bohumil Blazek

Melissa Kay McCormick

Psychology

William Bruce Notman

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
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DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
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THE GRADUATE SCHOOL

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
MASTER’S DEGREES
College of Agriculture and Natural Resources
Fred L. Poston, Vice Provost and Dean
GRADUATED — SUMMER SEMESTER, 1998

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Agricultural and Extension Education
Carrie Michelle Beneker
James Joseph Wiesing

Agricultural Economics
Barbara A. Derr
Andrea C. Jeffers

Animal Science
Jani Annette Angell
Sari Elaine Horkstra
Manahito Ohno
Barbara Omie Sulem

Biosystems Engineering
Fei Ni Tuang

Building Construction Management
Punkaj A. Jagat

Crop and Soil Sciences
Timothy P. Lakatosh

Fisheries and Wildlife
Brahim Altunbasan
Peter Algeny Frizell Jr.
Donna Rebecca Kashian
Kanbeery Marie Matson
Hansen
Michael A. Deker
Pamela Ann Petrunio

Food Science
Heather Jeanne Vachon
Tamara Lynn Zielinski

 Horticulture
Stefano Rinaldo Guido
Cheryl Kay Hamaker
Jann Annette Angell
Jennifer E. C. Miles

Packaging
Jay Lyric Chick
Charmi Kusethancharlee
Nurcharin Leang-Ard
Dimitri P. Pekoutzine

Park, Recreation and Tourism Resources
Sharon L. Demmer
Asiyi Yasi
Clifford Patrick Whiteside

Plant Breeding and Genetics-Crop and Soil Sciences
Jeffrey J. Wolford

Resource Development
Markos Jean Scringere

CANDIDATES — FALL SEMESTER, 1998

Agricultural and Extension Education
Kari Elaine Hoekstra

Crop and Soil Sciences
Hristina Konstantinova
Gornieva-Bousheva

Fisheries and Wildlife
Kelly Carter-Mathews
Betsy S. Cook
Krisel Darikamp
Ann E. Kessee
Kristen Anne Kroz
Anne Marie Vaara
Michael R. Waaleco
Gabrielle Dianne Yaunches

Food Science
Julie Moneer Hazard
Virginia Egidio Antonio
Rinaldo Sempronius Hudy

Horticulture
Leslie Marie Finical
Allison Jean Frane

Packaging
Shannon Patrick Adams
Laura Bix
Thirayuth Chotipatoomwan
Aaron Frank Fitchko
Oranga Pannyont
Jonathan Bernard Shaw
Suksanin Sittipad
De-ion Yaii
Jeffrey J. Wolford

Plant Breeding and Genetics-Crop and Soil Sciences
Manca Tinnarat Ospina-F
Audrey M. Sebolt

Packaging
Wendy Montross

Resource Development
Thomas Richard Johnson
Carole-Faye Robinson
Nicholas Paul White
Ronald James Whitmore Jr.

DEGREE RECOMMENDED: JOINTLY WITH THE COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Agricultural Engineering
Andrew Charles Fogiel

DEGREE OF MASTER OF FINE ARTS

Agricultural and Extension Education
Karl W. Anderson
Dodie Lynn Bentsingh
Laisha Janyera Jones
Zhiyuan Li
Lawrence W. Watson

Agricultural Economics
Rev. Samuel Acinco-Aberlounge
Brongpong Yuki Ikaubas
Alexander Rafael Quintones
Matthew Phillip Schaefer

Animal Science
Christa M. A. Chilon
Florian Chiron
Elissette Rivera
Janet Lynn Snow
Jing Xu

Building Construction Management
Tabith Saduate
Hongying Shi

CANDIDATES — FALL SEMESTER, 1998

Crop and Soil Sciences
G. Thomas Young

Fisheries and Wildlife
Kelly Carter-Mathews
Betsy S. Cook
Krisel Darikamp
Ann E. Kessee
Kristen Anne Kroz
Anne Marie Vaara
Michael R. Waaleco
Gabrielle Dianne Yaunches

Food Science
Julie Moneer Hazard
Virginia Egidio Antonio
Rinaldo Sempronius Hudy

Horticulture
Leslie Marie Finical
Allison Jean Frane

Packaging
Shannon Patrick Adams
Laura Bix
Thirayuth Chotipatoomwan
Aaron Frank Fitchko
Oranga Pannyont
Jonathan Bernard Shaw
Suksanin Sittipad
De-ion Yaii
Jeffrey J. Wolford

Plant Breeding and Genetics-Crop and Soil Sciences
Manca Tinnarat Ospina-F
Audrey M. Sebolt

Packaging
Wendy Montross

Resource Development
Thomas Richard Johnson
Carole-Faye Robinson
Nicholas Paul White
Ronald James Whitmore Jr.

DEGREE RECOMMENDED: JOINTLY WITH THE COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Agricultural Engineering
Andrew Charles Fogiel

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

American Studies
LaTresa Evette Atkins

Comparative Literature
Cynthia A. Bradley

History
Marcia Deodora Colominus

Foreign-Speakers
Rohan Dutt Franklin
Walter Lee Sistrunk Jr.

German
Lauren Leigh Todd

Italian
Charmante Marjorie Denz

Japanese
Shu-Ming Chang

Philosophy
Timothy J. O’Neill

Teaching English to Speakers of
Other Languages
Nancy Lee Sistrunk Jr.
Sophia Huey Shan Tan

Theatre
Jennifer A. Carter

CANDIDATES — FALL SEMESTER, 1998

American Studies
Maya Diane Hernandez

Comparative Literature
Dannor H. Sprrero O.
Tracy Kay Speaker

History
LaTresa Evette Atkins

Foreign-Speakers
Rohan Dutt Franklin
Walter Lee Sistrunk Jr.

German
Lauren Leigh Todd

Japanese
Shu-Ming Chang

Philosophy
Timothy J. O’Neill

Teaching English to Speakers of
Other Languages
Nancy Lee Sistrunk Jr.
Sophia Huey Shan Tan

Theatre
Jennifer A. Carter

DEGREE OF MASTER OF MUSIC

Music Education
Kevin Earl Morrisey
Lynn Barnes Pregley
Jackie Sonderfan Schon

Music Performance
David Allen Boswell
Shu-Ming Chang
Hyunjoon Choi

Music Theory
Diane L. DeVito

CANDIDATES — FALL SEMESTER, 1998

Music Education
David Allen Boswell
Shu-Ming Chang
Hyunjoon Choi

Music Performance
David Allen Boswell
Shu-Ming Chang
Hyunjoon Choi

Music Theory
Diane L. DeVito

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

Cultural Studies in the Practice of English
Troy Ryan Place
Bill Susan Solomon

German
O. Thomas Young

History
Michael Stephen Capizzelli
Colby Nolan Ristow
Julia M. Wootschof

History-Semiotics
Stephen Joseph Schaud

History-Urban Studies
Mark Stephen

Linguistics
Lynn Ellenberger Carter
John F. Hallwell
Keiko Maruato
Takami Oda
Jin-Cheok Oh
Michael David Pasquale
Chiyuki Yahara
Yoshiko Yamamoto

Literature in English
Charmanne Marjorie Denz
Diane Lewis Fisher
Amanda Z. McGuire

Music Conducting
Derrin Laurence Kerr
Ollen Jacob Kluesen
Daniel C. Matson

Music Education
Michael Kevin Osborn

Music Performance
Mi Jung Choe
Kristin Anne Karr
Ji-Young Lee

CANDIDATES — FALL SEMESTER, 1998

Cultural Studies in the Practice of English
Troy Ryan Place
Bill Susan Solomon

German
O. Thomas Young

History
Michael Stephen Capizzelli
Colby Nolan Ristow
Julia M. Wootschof

History-Semiotics
Stephen Joseph Schaud

History-Urban Studies
Mark Stephen

Linguistics
Lynn Ellenberger Carter
John F. Hallwell
Keiko Maruato
Takami Oda
Jin-Cheok Oh
Michael David Pasquale
Chiyuki Yahara
Yoshiko Yamamoto

Literature in English
Charmanne Marjorie Denz
Diane Lewis Fisher
Amanda Z. McGuire

Music Conducting
Derrin Laurence Kerr
Ollen Jacob Kluesen
Daniel C. Matson

Music Education
Michael Kevin Osborn

Music Performance
Mi Jung Choe
Kristin Anne Karr
Ji-Young Lee

Teaching English to Speakers of
Other Languages
Nancy Lee Sistrunk Jr.
Sophia Huey Shan Tan

Theatre
Jennifer A. Carter

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

Music Conducting
Derrin Laurence Kerr
Ollen Jacob Kluesen
Daniel C. Matson

Music Education
Michael Kevin Osborn

Music Performance
Mi Jung Choe
Kristin Anne Karr
Ji-Young Lee

Teaching English to Speakers of
Other Languages
Nancy Lee Sistrunk Jr.
Sophia Huey Shan Tan

Theatre
Jennifer A. Carter

CANDIDATES — FALL SEMESTER, 1998

Music Conducting
Derrin Laurence Kerr
Ollen Jacob Kluesen
Daniel C. Matson

Music Education
Michael Kevin Osborn

Music Performance
Mi Jung Choe
Kristin Anne Karr
Ji-Young Lee

Teaching English to Speakers of
Other Languages
Nancy Lee Sistrunk Jr.
Sophia Huey Shan Tan

Theatre
Jennifer A. Carter
## College of Human Ecology

### JULIA R. MILLER, DEAN

### GRADUATED — SUMMER SEMESTER, 1998

**DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Child Development</th>
<th>Family Studies</th>
<th>Community Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Larrie Lee Briggs-Liscom</td>
<td>Patience Oluoch Adibe</td>
<td>Rosemarie Handley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athena Gans</td>
<td>Kelly Helene Lyttle</td>
<td>Virginia Perpetua Loy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daphna Gans</td>
<td>Leila Singleton</td>
<td>Human Nutrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Helene Lyttle</td>
<td>November 25, 1998</td>
<td>Chi Zhang</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CANDIDATES — FALL SEMESTER, 1998

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Family Studies</th>
<th>Interior Design and Facility Management</th>
<th>Marriage and Family Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Veronica L. Kelley</td>
<td>Interior Design and Facility Management</td>
<td>Dwight Adams Harrison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Marie Nassar</td>
<td>Amanda M. Adams</td>
<td>Christina Lee Stacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather Marlene Thiel</td>
<td>Cindy Thomack</td>
<td>Cindy Thomack</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## College of Natural Science

### GEORGE E. LEROL, DEAN

### GRADUATED — SUMMER SEMESTER, 1998

**DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS FOR TEACHERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biological Science</th>
<th>General Science</th>
<th>Mathematics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eric William Buhl</td>
<td>Tamara Jean Lutting</td>
<td>Michal Lindemann</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CANDIDATES — FALL SEMESTER, 1998

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biological Science</th>
<th>General Science</th>
<th>Mathematics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yi Shi</td>
<td>Michael Lane Waldo</td>
<td>Siddharth Seshagiri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eukologv</td>
<td>Beverly K. Baldwin</td>
<td>Qiushuai Yao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entomology</td>
<td>Beverly K. Baldwin</td>
<td>E. Leroi, Dean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entomology</td>
<td>Beverly K. Baldwin</td>
<td>E. Leroi, Dean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Science</td>
<td>Steven R. Weisberg</td>
<td>Qiushuai Yao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Geoscience</td>
<td>Martin S. Sennellner</td>
<td>Qiushuai Yao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology</td>
<td>Martin S. Sennellner</td>
<td>Qiushuai Yao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth Science</td>
<td>Martin S. Sennellner</td>
<td>Qiushuai Yao</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Family Studies</th>
<th>Interior Design and Facility Management</th>
<th>Marriage and Family EVALUATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Veronica L. Kelley</td>
<td>Interior Design and Facility Management</td>
<td>Dwight Adams Harrison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Marie Nassar</td>
<td>Amanda M. Adams</td>
<td>Christina Lee Stacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather Marlene Thiel</td>
<td>Cindy Thomack</td>
<td>Cindy Thomack</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
College of Nursing
MARILYN L. ROTHERT, DEAN
GRADUATED — SUMMER SEMESTER, 1998

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
Barbara Helen Bruce Josephine Laze Lister Bonnie K. Oitman
Katherine M. Conklin Houdis Jane Lemont Smallwood

Jacqueline Marie Sullivan Gayle L. Wolfe

CANDIDATES — FALL SEMESTER, 1998
Diane Helen Anderson Michelle Louise Dalton Roxanne Marie Meo
Susan C. Asula Trudy Ellen Day Catherine M. Morris
Marianne Jan чyssyn Ball Donna Joanne DeMann Wendy Scholtz Munta
Carli Madeline Bell Mollie Vento Hudson Catherine H. Nowka
Lisa K. Bigelow Nicole Lynne Janishon Louise Parks
Joshua Stoddard Briska Margaret Mary Keeler Pauline Carol Perryman
Maria Theresa Cooper Jayne Dear Pettinga Linda Christine Treffz
Janice K. Culina Levone McCullough Linda Anne Rollins
Linda Ann Daimon Barbara Ann McNamara Sherri L. Roth
Michelle Louise Dalton

College of Osteopathic Medicine
ALLEN W. JACOBS, DEAN
GRADUATED — SUMMER SEMESTER, 1998

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
Biochemistry Terrence P. McManus
Biomechanics Valerie J. Cornwall

College of Social Science
KENNETH E. COREY, DEAN
GRADUATED — SUMMER SEMESTER, 1998

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS
Geography
James J. Blies

Psychology
Lauren Michel Rosencrantz Barton

DEGREE OF MASTER OF LABOR RELATIONS AND HUMAN RESOURCES
Yipeng Chiu Kim Evertly
Simon Sai-Chung Chow Akira Ishida

DEGREE OF MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Carlos Gumecindo Salas

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
Criminal Justice
Gregory Kay Henneman

Psychology
Deborah Lisa Abber

Clinical Social Work
Michelle M. Sereck

CANDIDATES — FALL SEMESTER, 1998
Anthropology
Thomas Anthony Biron

Geography
Stephen R. Cameron

Psychology
Deborah Lisa Abber

David Dean Corday

Yipeng Chiu

Lauren Michel

Kim Evertly

Lauren Michel

Jin H. Sume

Deborah Lisa Abber

Angela Mae McBride

David Allen Rose

Criminal Justice
Darin D. Page

Todd Douglas DoKatch

Amy Linabeth Kwas

Brian Patrick Carroll

Scott Alan Stoukings

Darin D. Page

Criminal Justice
Jeffrey Michael Cancino

Angela Mae McBride

David Allen Rose

Camilla Ruth Williams

Candi dates — Fall Semester, 1998
CANDIDATES — FALL SEMESTER, 1998

CANDIDATES — FALL SEMESTER, 1998
MASTER'S DEGREES

DEGREE OF MASTER OF LABOR RELATIONS AND HUMAN RESOURCES

Julie Lynn Brockman
Jennifer Ann Cook
Terrance Charles Fervieh

DEGREE OF MASTER OF LABOR RELATIONS AND HUMAN RESOURCES

Candace Joann Kettner
Lauren J. Messing
Wannana Pongsirisart
Dantaya Monique Rhodes

DEGREE OF MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Mark Charles Gribben
Teeranut Roongsuwan

DEGREE OF MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Criminal Justice
Jennifer Baasch
Megan Ann Buurma
Erin Elizabeth Hannigan

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

David Garth Kiddie
Raymond Anthony
Mark Madsen
Anita Madjid

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

Clinical Social Work
Nicholas W. Welcher

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

Rachel Ann Fett
Charles Michael Phill II
Charles L. Pratt

DEGREE OF MASTER IN URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNING

Patricia Kay Arnold
Harmon
Samer Randhu

DEGREE OF MASTER IN URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNING

Urban and Regional Planning-Urban Studies
Sara Joy Brink
Meg Therese Skelley

College of Veterinary Medicine

LONNIE J. KING, DEAN

GRADUATED — SUMMER SEMESTER, 1998

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Large Animal
Clinical Sciences
Douglas E. Hostetler

Degreed Posthumously

48